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Abstract. A theoretical investigation of the influence of a nonuniform doping concentration
to the temperature response curve of diode temperature sensors is presented, which is the first
effort in this field important for diffused diodes used as the temperature sensors. The current-
voltage characteristic, from which the temperature response curve can be obtained, has been
calculated using the model of a one-dimensional exponentially graded p�n junction with
uniformly doped base region and the diffusion current of the minority carriers through
the p�n junction. We show that depending on the doping gradient both contributions to the
current coming from the electron and hole current components appear to be of the same order
of magnitude. That is in contrast to the prediction of the widely used asymmetrical step
junction model. It follows from numerical calculations that an effective shift of the tempera-
ture response curve due to nonuniformly doped emitter region in the temperature equivalent
can reach the value of about 20 K. The limiting temperature Tm in the temperature response
curve that restricts its extent into the high temperature range has been analyzed depending on
the excitation current, the doping concentration of the base, and the p�n junction depth.
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1. Introduction

The development of wide-range, high-precision and re-
producible diode temperature sensors (DTSs) based on a
p�n junction, even using the most advanced in semicon-
ductor engineering silicon technology, is not a simple
scientific and technological problem. From the viewpoint
of basic physics of the development of silicon devices with
a p�n junction, with well-predicted and reproducible char-
acteristics, an optimal carrier transport mechanism in
the diode structure is the diffusion current of the minority
carriers [1]. In our previous studies, we have shown that
the measured temperature range, the temperature re-
sponse curve and sensitivity of such optimized DTSs are
determined by a set of the electrophysical (impurity con-
centration, minority carrier lifetime and diffusion length,
excitation current value of the sensor) and design  (p�n
junction area, the base length of a diode) parameters of
p�n junction, interrelated by the self-consistent optimi-

zation method of the sensor [2,3]. It is to be noted that
DTSs are applied as precision temperature measuring
devices, often operating in limiting regimes with meas-
urement accuracy of the order of hundredth parts of de-
gree. Realization of high measurement accuracy, as well
as physical approximation of thermometric characteris-
tics and improvement of interchangeability of DTSs, de-
mand the most complete taking account of the role of
main parameters of diode structures for theoretical de-
scription of the carrier transport through p�n junction.

Current-voltage characteristics (CVCs) of real diodes
used for the development of DTSs demonstrate the ideality
factor value m > 1 [4], which is indicative of considerable
contribution to the electric transport not only due to the
diffusion current but also currents of different origin (the
generation-recombination current [5�7], the tunneling
current [8�10], and others [7,11]). Silicon p�n junctions
with nearly ideal CVCs are mentioned in the literature as
a technological achievement in the field of development
of semiconductor devices with predicted and reproduc-
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ible characteristics [7]. The diffusion technology devel-
oped by us (a sequence of technological operations in
combination with the established gettering and soft ther-
mal treatment regimes) provides making the diodes with
CVCs close to the ideal in a rather wide range of tem-
peratures (130 ÷ 500 K) and currents (10�8 ÷ 10�4 A) [12].
Since in the diffused p�n junctions there always exists a
nonuniform doping profile (both in the emitter and base
regions), it influences the p�n junction parameters [13]
and the minority carrier transport [14,1]. The carrier
transport peculiarities in nonuniformly doped structures
with p�n junction are used, for instance, in drift transis-
tors [15,1] and semiconductor solar sells [16].

Until the present, the calculations of thermometric
characteristics of DTSs for most widespread semiconduc-
tor materials (Ge, Si, GaAs) are based on the simplest
model of a step p�n junction [17�19]. In this approach,
the following important factors are ignored such as the
occurrence of built-in (diffusion) electric field and distri-
bution of the effective lifetime of nonequilibrium carriers
in the emitter and base regions of the diode associated
with nonuniform doping profile. Taking into account
these factors in the theory results in a radical change of
corresponding expression for the diode CVC in compari-
son with the ideal CVC [1], which is essential for determi-
nation of the temperature response curve of DTSs. This
paper presents a first theoretical analysis and correspond-
ing calculations of the influence of nonuniform doping
profile on the temperature response curve of DTS with
predominant diffusion minority carrier transport. Tak-
ing into account the above mentioned factors essential
for diffusion technology of manufacturing the thermo-
diode sensors, these theoretical calculations not only
make more exact notions about nonequilibrium processes
in the p�n junction, but also allow to supplement a view
of physical mechanisms responsible for the formation of
the DTS characteristics.

2. Qualitative analysis

The temperature response curve (TRC) is one of the basic
characteristics of DTS and determined by a temperature
Ò dependence of the voltage drop U = U(T,I) across the
diode at a given forward current I, and the sensitivity

TITUIT ∂∂= /),(),(α . The ÒRC of a sensor can be cal-
culated theoretically resulting from the known expres-
sion for CVC );,( iATUII = of the diode at a given tem-
perature (coefficients Ài stand for a set of electrophysical
parameters determining the carrier transport).

To calculate CVC, definite model notions are required.
The ideal CVC (1) is derived using the following assump-
tions [1]: 1) Approximation of depletion layer (DL) with
abrupt boundaries with electroneutral regions of emitter
and base having negligibly small resistance in compari-
son with that of the DL; 2) Boltzmann statistics for
distrtributions of electrons and holes on the energy at full
ionization of doping impurities; 3) Low level of injec-
tion; 4) Absence of the generation-recombination current

in the DL. In so doing, it is highly essential that the DL
approximation is constructed for a stepwise (one-dimen-
sional) distribution of doping impurities. Then the CVC
is described by the Shockly formula [1]

)1(),( / −= TkqU
is

BeATjSI , (1)

where S  is an effective area of the junction, js = jsn + jsp
the saturation current density, q absolute value of the
electron charge, kB the Boltzmann constant. The ratio
between the hole jsp and electron jsn components of the
current (1) is [6,20]
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where ND,A is the concentration of donors or acceptors,
Dn,p and τn,p the diffusion coefficient and the lifetime
for electrons (n) and holes (p), respectively, Ln,p =
(Dn,pτn,p)1/2 the characteristic diffusion lengths, dn,p the
length of  the n� and  p�regions of the diode.

In the case of asymmetrical p�n junction considered
below for definitness of the model (Fig. 1), the main con-
tribution to the current (1) comes from the holes injected by
p�n junction and diffusing within the n�base of the diode
towards the n+�contact: js  ≈ jsp. The contribution of analo-
gous component of the diffusion current of the electrons jsn
will be small, since for an asymmetrical junction a strong
inequality is fulfilled: 1)/()/( <<≈ ADspsn NNjj . As a
result, the contribution of jsn in the expression for CVC
(1), with a good accuracy, may not be taken into consid-
eration. For instance, for the sensors [21], in which diode
n+�p structures are used as a sensitive element, the ratio
of the acceptor concentration (~2⋅1017 cm�3) to the donor
one (~1020 cm�3) constitutes 0.2 %. The contribution of
the diffusion current of electrons to the TRC of the sensor
will be yet less considerable, since the TRC correspond-
ing to the CVC (1) is changed on a logarithmic law with
the change of the js value:
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For asymmetrical junctions that are applied in dif-
fused silicon diode structures as the sensitive elements of
DTSs, the gradient of impurity concentration in the heav-
ily doped emitter region of the diode considerably ex-
ceeds that in the base. The magnitude of built-in (diffu-
sion) electric field in the emitter Epr can reach the values
compared with the electric field strength in the DL of ð�
n junction. The occurrence of the field which distribution
is not restricted by an immediate vicinity of metallurgi-
cal boundary of the junction, as it takes place for a
stepwise impurity profile, as well as high concentration
of free (majority) carriers result in characteristic features
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of structure of the space-charge region [22]. Indeed, since
the Debye screening length in the emitter lDp is rather
small (lDp << x0), for its main part (≈ x0) the
quasineutrality condition is valid: ρ(x) = 0, Epr(x) = const,
where ρ(x) is the charge density. Thus, rather extended
region of approximately constant (built-in) field is an
intermediate one between the DL of ð�n junction and the
surface DL at the p+�contact, where outlet is provided
for the electrostatic potential to a constant value.

Taking account of the nonuniform doping profile in
an adequate model of the junction results in not only char-
acteristic features in distributions of the charge, poten-
tial, and electric field but also affects substantially the
electric transport. The boundary conditions on the con-
centration of minority carriers used for specific calcula-
tion of CVC are modified; the occurrence of the field Epr
results in the need to take into account the drift compo-
nent of the minority carrier current, characteristic life-
time of which in the region with nonuniform distribution
of impurities  is position dependent. Besides, since the
impurity concentration at the edge of DL of ð�n junction
on the emitter side is considerably less than that at the

contact, there arises an effective symmetrization (a loss
of strong asymmetry) of the junction, and there increases
the efficiency of injection of the minority carriers into the
emitter region. In the case, both components of the mi-
nority-carrier current (electrons and holes) become com-
parable in its magnitude. The dependence of this bound-
ary location relatively the impurity concentration pro-
file on applied voltage U, as well as the set of all above
mentioned factors, result in that saturation current den-
sity in corresponding formula for CVC becoming depend-
ent on U. Below, an analytical calculation of TRC of
diode temperature sensor is adduced on the basis of model
of exponential doping profile in p�n junction using the
assumptions 1) � 4), which, in its results, differs on prin-
ciple from the model with stepwise distribution of impuri-
ties.

3. Basic equations

To calculate CVC of the diode in the accepted approxi-
mation, it is necessary to compute the diffusion current
density of minority carriers at the boundaries of DL of
the ð�n junction with quasi-neutral regions of the diode.
In turn, it is necessary for that to find distributions of
minority carriers injected by the ð�n junction in the emit-
ter and base. Such a problem corresponds to solving a
system of the second-order differential equations � conti-
nuity equations for the concentration of electrons n and
holes ð and Poisson�s equation for the potential ϕ of elec-
tric field E = ϕ−∇ :

nnn RGdiv
qt
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, (4)
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πρϕ 4=∆ , (6)

where Gn.,p and Rn,.p are the carrier generation and re-
combination rate functions. The system (4) � (6) is sup-
plemented by boundary conditions at the edges of DL
and contacts as well as by expressions for the electron
and hole components of the current density

nqDnqj nnn ∇+= Eµ , pqDpqj ppp ∇−= Eµ ,        (7)

µn,p is the electron and hole mobility. For n� and p�re-
gion of the diode outside the DL, we use instead of  (6) the
equation of quasineutrality

pppnnn ∆≡−=−≡∆ 00 ,           (8)

n0 and p0 are equilibrium values of the concentrations n
and p. The validity criterion for (8) is smallness of the
Debye screening lengths lDn and lDp in those regions in
comparison with other characteristic lengths of the prob-
lem (characteristic length scale of impurity distribution,
diffusion length of electrons Ln and holes Lp).

Fig. 1. Schematic view of a diode based on the diffused p�n

junction (dashed area indicates ohmic contacts) (a); space-

charge region (dashed) and distribution of donor ND and accep-

tor NA (b) concentrations; electric field distribution (c). Dashed

lines � stepwise impurity distribution model, solid lines � expo-

nential model. NAm is maximum acceptor concentration in the

emitter, x0 is the depth of metallurgical boundary (x = 0) of the

p�n junction, xn,p are the DL boundaries of the p�n junction, Em

is the maximal field, xe,0  are the boudaries of DL near the

emitter contact, dn and  dp  are the extent of the  n� and p�region

of the diode.
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Further for equations (4) � (6) the conditions are ac-
cepted of stationarity [ ]0)/()/( =∂∂=∂∂ tptn ,one-
dimensionality (dependence of the variables on coordi-
nate x), as well as the absence of generation (Gn = Gp = 0)
and equality of the electron and hole lifetimes in each of
quasi-neutral regions (Rn = Rp). Instead of equations (4),
(5), it is convenient to use their combination formed as
follows. Subtracting from equation (5)  equation (4), we
obtain  dj/dx = 0. From here it follows that the current
density j must be constant

constjjj pn =+= , (9)

Substituting the expressions for jn and jp from (7) into (9),
we find the electric field distribution
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Multiplying  (4) with pµp and (5) with nµn and adding
both equations, we obtain an equation typical for bipolar
drift-diffusion minority-carrier transport
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being the bipolar diffusion coefficient and drift mobility,
respectively. Here we have used the Einstein relation
µn,p = qDn,p/kBT. Solving equations (11), (8) together with
(10), (12), one can find distribution of concentrations of
the minority carriers � holes in the n�region (τ = τp) and
electrons in the ð�region (τ = τn). A peculiarity of this
equation distinguishing it from equations (4) and (5) is
the absence of term with gradient of the electric field,
which simplifies its structure. Specific form of distribu-
tion of concentrations n(x) and p(x) depends on the
nonuniform doping profile, as well as on the respective
boundary conditions. For a stepwise (quasi-uniform) im-
purity distribution, (11) reduces into the standard equa-
tion for bipolar diffusion in a homogeneous sample [1].

4. Distribution of the minority carriers in quasi-
neutral regions of the diode

A. Model of impurity distribution

Let us consider the heavily doped p+�region (Fig. 1).
The nonuniform distribution of main impurities (accep-
tors) is approximated by an exponential function

λ/)( 0)( xx
AmA eNxN +−= , (13)

where ηλ /0x=  is characteristic length scale of chang-
ing the doping impurity concentration, x0 = dp is the
depth of metallurgical boundary (õ = 0) of the ð�n junc-
tion, NAm=NDexp(x0/l) is the maximum acceptor concen-
tration. The parameter )/ln( A Dm NN=η characterizes
the degree of asymmetry of the diode doping [in the model
of stepwise impurity distribution for a fully symmetrical
junction (ND=NA) the parameter η equals to zero]. The
distribution of the donor concentration ND is assumed to
be uniform. The exponential model (13) allows one to
carry out calculations of characteristics of semiconduc-
tor devices based on p�n junction in an analytical form,
which is convenient for a further analysis and optimiza-
tion [15,22�24].

Solving the nonlinear differential equation (11) in
general case of an arbitrary impurity profile is possible
only with the aid of numerical methods, which highly
complicates an analysis of the considered situation. For
the model of exponentially graded ð�n junction, the co-
efficients at derivatives in (11) are reduced to constants
and the general solution is succeeded to write in an ana-
lytical form. For an asymmetrical junction (NAm>>ND)
and for low level of injection from (12) it follows D ≈ Dn,
µ  ≈ µn. In the graded region the mobility and diffusivity
may be position dependent, since the carrier mean free
path changes with the change of impurity concentration
if the carrier scattering on impurities contributes remark-
ably to transport coefficients. Here, such a dependence
is assumed to be nonessential for TRC in the form of (3).
Correspondingly, the magnitude of Dn and µn is taken to
be constant. Besides, in (10) one may neglect the field
component associated with ohmic voltage drop across
this region (Introduction, item 1) as well as to consider
that the electric field distribution is mainly formed by
gradient of the majority carriers (Introduction, item 3).
Therefore, one may write approximately for the field
E=Epr , where

λµ q
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where I0 = SqDpNDx0/λ2 is a characteristic current, and
the length L is a scale of nonuniform distribution  of the
nonequlibrium electrons. The left-hand side of these in-
equalities represent relative contribution into the field
(10), respectively, of the diffusion field arising due to
nonuniform distribution of electron concentration and
ohmic voltage drop across the considered region with the
resistance R = λ/[qµpp0(�xp)S], where for a forward bias
diode one may take p0(�xp) ≅ ND . As a result, equation
(11) for the minority carrier concentration (electrons) in
the quasi-neutral p+�region takes the form

0
)(

1
22

2
=∆−∆−∆

xL

n

dx

nd

dx

nd

nλ , (15)

where Ln(x) = [Dn τn(x)]1/2 .

B. Recombination model

The coordinate dependence of the lifetime of
nonequilibrium holes is taken into consideration using
the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination model through
local centers. It is assumed that the centers are filled with
holes and injection of electrons is accompanied by their
capture into these centers and recombination. Due to a
high concentration of holes in the emitter region and low
level of injection such capture should not influence con-
siderably the degree of center filling. In this case, one may
take that the coordinate dependence of the lifetime τn(x)
follows the spatial distribution of recombination centers
NR(x). For the latter we suppose that it corresponds to
distribution (13) of the major impurity concentration

λ/)( 0)( xx
RmR eNxN +−= , (16)

i.å., it has the same scale λ. At that the bulk lifetime of
nonequilibrium electrons for the p+�region is described
by the dependence

λττ /
0)( x

nn ex = , (17)

where τn0 ≡ τn(0). The minimum lifetime τnm ≡ τn(�x0) =
= 1/(γn NRm) corresponds to the maximum concentration
of recombination centers NRm in the p+�region; where γn
is the electron capture coefficient.

C. Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions to equation (15) are set at the
boundaries of the considered region with the p+�contact
at 0xx −=  and with the DL of p�n junction at pxx −=
(Fig. 1). The boundary condition at the p+�contact has
the form [1]: )()( 00 xnqsxjn −∆=− , i.e., the electron cur-
rent density on this boundary is determined by the den-
sity of surface recombination flow characterized by the
velocity s. With the expression for jn (7) taken into ac-
count, we have the boundary condition in the form

)()( 00
0

xnsxnprEn
xxdx

nd
nD −∆=−∆+

−=
∆ µ . (18)

In the limiting cases corresponding to the infinite and
zero surface recombination velocity, the following rela-
tions should be valid at this boundary:

∞==−∆ sxn  ,0)( 0 , (19a)
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λ
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The boundary condition at x = �xp formally has the same
form as for a stepwise impurity distribution [1]

)1
/

)(()( 0 −−=−∆
TBkqU

epxnpxn , (20)

where U  is the voltage drop directly on the DL of  p�n
junction.

D. Solution of equation for minority carrier
concentration

Instead of unknown function ∆n(x), let us consider a
new function y(z), being determined by parametrical
dependences

)(

2
)(),()( 2/
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xzxnexy

n

x λλ =∆= − . (21)

Equation (15) by substitution (21) is reduced to the Bessel
equation

0)( 2
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2
2 =+−+ yz

dz

dy
z

dz

yd
z ν (22)

of the order of ν =1. The general solution for ν = 1 takes
the form [25]

)()()( 1211 zKCzICzy += , (23)

where I1(z) and K1(z) are modified Bessel functions of
the first and second orders (McDonald�s function of the
order of ν=1), respectively; Ñ1,2 are the integration con-
stants.

The nonequilibrium electron distribution in the re-
gion with the ohmic p+�contact (s = ∞) is obtained by
utilizing the boundary conditions (19à) and (20). Using
the boundary conditions, we find the integration con-
stants
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Here, we have introduced a function

)()()()()( 011101 zKzIzKzIz −=∆ ,

the parameters z0 ≡ z(�x0) and  zp ≡ z(�xp) in the argu-
ment of the Bessel functions are given by expressions:
z0,p = 2λ/Ln(�x0,p). Substituting the constants Ñ1,2 from
(24) into the general solution (23), we find distribution of
the excess electron concentration in the p�region of the
diode
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Similarly, one may obtain distribution of the concen-
tration ∆n(x) for s = 0, as well as in the general case of
an arbitrary magnitude of the surface velocity. For that,
it is necessary to use the boundary conditions (19b), or of
the general form (18). Distribution of the nonequilibrium
hole concentration in the base is determined by an equa-
tion analogous to (11), in which, however, the drift term
will be less in the ratio λr = λA/λD (λr << 1). A specific
magnitude of λr depends on characteristic scales of ac-
ceptor distribution in the emitter λA and donor distribu-
tion in the base λD. Below we take the minority carrier
distribution (holes) in the base to have a standard form
[1] inherent to the diffusion carrier transport at uniform
doping.

5. Current-voltage characteristic

The current density through the diode, in accordance with
assumptions of the model accepted (Introduction, items 1
and 4) is determined by a sum of its electron jn and hole jp
components calculated at the boundaries of the DL of p�
n junction [1]:  j = jn(�xp) + jp(xn) where

nxx
pnp dx

dp
qDxj

=
−=)( , (26)

pxx
npnpn dx

dn
qDxnEqxj

−=
+−=− )()( µ . (27)

Formulae (26), (27) allow to compute CVC of the di-
ode with nonuniform doping profile. By using expres-
sion (14) for the electric field in the quasineutral p�re-
gion and the Einstein relationship for the connection of
the mobility µn with the diffusion coefficient Dn, we re-
write (27) as
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Using (25) and recurrence relationships for the Bessel
functions [25], relating the derivatives of the functions
I1(z)  and  K1(z)  with the functions  I0,1(z)  and K0,1(z), we
find expression for the electron current density
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in which a function F(z0, zp)  is defined by
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Thus, the current-voltage dependence for p+�n struc-
ture with nonuniform doping profile in the emitter region
of the diode, on the basis of formulae (26) and  (29), has
the form

)1)(,( / −= TkqU
s

BeUTjj , (31)

where js(T,U) = jsn(T,U) + jsp(T) is the saturation current
density. The expression for jsp(T), corresponding to the
diffusion of holes in the base, has the same form as for a
stepwise impurity distribution model:

)/(
)(
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sp LdthLN

nqD
Tj = . (32)

The electron component jsn(T,U), corresponding to
the diffusion and drift of electrons in the emitter region of
the diode, depends on voltage U:
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Such a dependence is determined by that the concentra-
tion NA and the lifetime τn are local quantities distributed
in the emitter, and it is realized in (33) via the depend-
ence on voltage of the DL boundary xp=xp(U), as well as
due to the drift of electrons in the electric field (14).

For not very large magnitudes of voltage U (corre-
sponding to low injection level, however, such that
exp(qU/kBT)>>1) CVC (31) is characterized for forward
branch by a generalized ideality factor m=(q/kBT)[dU/d(lnj)]
close to unity,

[ ]),(ln1

1

UTj
dU

d

q

Tk
m

s
B+

=
, (34)

and for reverse branch j ≈ js(T,U). Here, a distinction of
m from unity is caused by the dependence of the
preexponential factor js(T,U) on U in the formula (31)
that arises for a nonuniform impurity distribution and is
absent for the model of a stepwise impurity distribution
in the diode.

Now let us consider how the formula (33) for the elec-
tron component of the saturation current density is modi-
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fied, if the minority carrier lifetime in the emitter τn does
not depend on the coordinate x. In this case (15) converts
into equation with constant coefficients, solution of which
is written by the standard method. Spatial distribution of
minority carriers in the emitter will have the form (25)
with the change ∆(z) → ∆(x) è ∆(zp) → ∆(�xp)  where

2)2/(210],/)0(0[2)( λnLknLxxkshx +=+−=∆ .

In (33) one has to make the respective change: Ln(�xp) →
Ln = (Dnτn)1/2   and  F(z0, zp) → F(x0, xp), where
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The characteristic length L of nonuniform distribu-
tion of the minority carriers in the emitter region is deter-
mined by a compressed diffusion length (due to the field
Epr) for which, in view of (25), one can write approxi-
mately L = Ln/[k0 + Ln/(2λ)]. In particular, in the limit-
ing case Ln/λ << 1, the influence of electric field Epr on
the minority carrier transport can be neglected. Hence,
we have k0 = 1, Lch = Ln, and the function F(x0, xp) =
= th[(x0 � xp)/Ln]. Therefore, the saturation current den-
sity (33) will have the form, analogous to the formula
(32) for stepwise impurity distribution. In the opposite lim-
iting case Ln/λ >> 1, we obtain, respectively k0= Ln/(2λ),
Lch = λ, and the function F(x0, xp) = 2λ/{Ln[cth(x0 � xp)/2λ�1]}.
For the saturation current density (33), we obtain the
expression
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6. Temperature response curve

As seen from CVC (31), the expression for TRC of sensor
based on the diode with nonuniform doping profile can-
not be written an explicit form, in contrast to the model of
stepwise impurity distribution (3). The dependence
U = U(T,I) for a given current value I can be obtained by
numerical solution of equation (31) or equivalent equa-
tion analogous to (3) in which the saturation current is
determined by formulae (32) and (33), with the param-
eters xn(U) and xp(U) being solutions of transcendental
equation system (Ï5) given in Appendix.

An analysis of the ratio expression between electron
(33) and hole (32) current components
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allows to make the following conclusion concerning the
influence of impurity doping profile to CVC and TRC of
the diode temperature sensor:

1. Impurity distribution with a finite length scale λ
results in effective symmetrization of p�n junction, since
it appears that (ND/NAm) << [ND/NA(�xp)] < 1. By that
reason, electron component of the drift-diffusion current
in the emitter can reach values compared with hole com-
ponent of the diffusion current in the base.

2. CVC of the diode with nonuniform doping profile
shifts towards an increasing current density (for a given
value of voltage) in comparison with CVC of a step p�n
junction.

3. TRC of the diode sensor shifts towards less voltage
magnitudes, and its extent to the range of high tempera-
tures decreases, respectively the sensitivity increases. An
analogous shift of TRC takes place in the case of de-
creasing asymmetry degree for a stepwise p�n junction
with the change of doping level [2,3].

4. The dependence of CVC and TRC on the emitter
region length, arising under conditions of nonuniform
doping, is determined by a concurrence between the fol-
lowing factors: diffusion spreading of the minority carri-
ers; influence of the built-in electric field on the minority
carrier transport; surface recombination.

 The built-in electric field in the emitter region of n+�
p structure has the direction opposite to the direction of
the minority carrier diffusion flow, and for p+�n struc-
ture that coinciding with it. Therefore, independently on
the structure type, this field counteracts the diffusion
spreading of carriers, the stronger the larger gradient of
doping concentration is appeared. Surface recombina-
tion at the contact promotes the increase of correspond-
ing component of the diffusion current due to the decrease
of the effective lifetime of nonequilibrium carriers.

The relationship (35) can be simplified taking the life-
time of nonequilibrium electrons in the p�region at
ND =NA equal to the lifetime of nonequilibrium holes in
the base. Then (35) takes the form for p+�n structure
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For n+�p structure the formula (36) takes the form
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Comparing expressions (32) and (33), as well as (36)
and (37), we deduce a conclusion that maximum value of
the ratio of the minority carrier current (31) component
in the emitter region, that is appreciable because of
nonuniform doping profile, to that in the base is reached
for p+�n structure (Dn > Dp) due to the increase of the
base length [th(d/Lp) ≈1] and the impurity concentration
ND in the base.

An important thermometric parameter of DTS is the
limiting (maximum) temperature Tm restricted the effec-
tive extent of TRC of a sensor in the range of high tem-
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peratures. The temperature Tm is defined by the relation
U(Tm,I)= kBT/q [2,3]. The dependence of Tm on the ex-
citation current value I, as well as on the design param-
eters of a diode, can be determined from equation (31) in
which the voltage U should be changed by corresponding
value of the thermal voltage kBTm/q:

)/()1( qmTBk,UmTsSjeI =−= . (38)

Moreover, it should be taken into account that the
expressions for the saturation current components js(T,U)
are determined by the formulae (32) and (33). Below we
present the results of calculations of the temperature Tm
for the silicon p+�n diode with making use of the follow-
ing numerical values for the diode structure parameters:
NAm = 1020 cm�3, dn = 10 µm, S = 410 µm2, τn(0) = τp =

= 5⋅10�9 s. Formulae for calculation of the kinetic coeffi-
cients Dn,p and µn,p were given in [2,3]. The results of
calculations are presented in Figs 2 � 4. The excitation
current value is varied within the range I = 10�7÷10�4 A,
the p�region length x0 = dp = 0.2÷10 µm, the donor con-
centration in the base ND = 1017 ÷ 1018 cm�3.

The dependence of temperature Tm on current I ob-
tained by numerical calculations using the formula (38)
is presented in Fig. 2 by the solid curve. For a compari-
son, there is also given analogous dependence for stepwise
junction calculated by the formula (3). In Fig. 2, b, we
show the dependence of ratio between the electron and
hole components of the current I through the p�n junc-
tion on Tm. It is seen that for the considered values of
temperature and excitation current of the sensor, the over-
all current in the p+�n structure is determined by the elec-
tron and hole components of the minority carrier current
comparable in their magnitudes. As a result, the calcu-
lated values of Tm for uniform and exponential impurity
distribution in the emitter can distinguish by the value of
∆Tm ≈ 20 K. In particular, for the current I = 1 µA we
obtain ∆Tm =16.3 K.

Fig. 3 shows dependences of temperature Tm on the
p�n junction depth x0 calculated for the p+�n structure
with donor concentration in the base ND= 1018 cm�3 and
at the sensor excitation current I = 1 µA. The dashed line
corresponds to stepwise impurity distribution, while the
solid curve to the exponential model. It is seen from the
calculations that the model of stepwise impurity distribu-
tion for asymmetrical p�n junction leads to the tempera-
ture Tm independent on the p�n junction depth. This is
explained by that the minority carrier current compo-
nent in the emitter region, which, in fact, results in such a
dependence on x0, is negligible for asymmetrical junc-
tion in comparison with the current flowing through p�n
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junction. In contrast, in the case of nonuniform impurity
distribution in the emitter the temperature Tm essentially
depends on the emitter region length, with a clear maxi-
mum being observed in this dependence. Remember that
the parameter x0 determines the characteristic length scale
of impurity distribution (13), the diffusion electric field
(14) and, consequently, its magnitude considerably af-
fects the minority carrier transport in this region of the
diode. A nonmonotonic behavior of the dependence of
Tm on x0  (solid curve) is due to a concurrence between
drift-diffusion and surface recombination flows of
nonequilibrium carriers in the emitter region. The maxi-
mum value of temperature Tm obtained from calculations
is 625.9 Ê and it isrealized for x0 =0.6 µm.

In Fig. 4, we show dependences of temperature Tm on
donor concentration in the base of the p+�n structure
calculated for different values of the p�n junction depth
x0, and for the excitation current value I = 1 µA. As dis-
tinct from the model of stepwise impurity distribution,
for which Tm does not depend on x0 (dashed curve), the
calculations (solid curves) demonstrate considerable shift
of temperature Tm with changing the parameter x0 all
over the donor concentration range ND=1017 ÷ 1018 cm�3.
The results of calculations show that taking account of
the nonuniform doping profile in the emitter region of
diffused diodes considerably affects TRC of the tempera-
ture sensor. At that, such an influence results in not only
large in temperature equivalent corrections to theoreti-
cal TRC described by the model of stepwise impurity dis-
tribution but also, that is especially important, changes
qualitatively the behavior of TRC with the change of the
diode structure parameters.

7. Conclusions

In the present paper, a detailed analysis has been carried
out of the influence of nonuniform doping profile on the
temperature response curve of diode temperature sensor
with predominant diffusion carrier transport in silicon
structures based on p�n junction. For analytical calcula-
tions of CVC and TRC of the diode sensor, the
exponentially graded junction model has been used which
simplifies integration of Poisson�s equation in the heav-
ily-doped emitter region of the diode (with uniform impu-
rity distribution in the base), as well as the depletion layer
approximation for the space-charge region of p�n junc-
tion.

It has been shown that depending on the values of
design parameters of the diode structure, both compo-
nents of the current through p�n junction, corresponding
to the minority carrier transport in the emitter and base,
can contribute equivalently  to CVC and TRC of the di-
ode sensor. That is, these can determine to the same ex-
tent their formation for a specific diode structure. As a
result, TRC of the sensor with nonuniform impurity dis-
tribution is described by a more complicated tempera-
ture dependence of forward voltage at a given value of
the current in comparison with that for stepwise impurity
distribution model in p�n junction.

A large value of temperature shift of TRC obtained
from the calculations (about 20 K), resulting from
nonuniform doping profile in the emitter region, points
to significance of many-factor account of design-techno-
logical features of silicon diffused diode structures,
widely used for manufacture of temperature sensors.

It is to be noted that there exist several variants of
structures distinct on their design used successfully in
sensory systems, including those in which the impurity
distribution is certainly three-dimensional. The possibil-
ity of application of a one-dimensional p�n junction
model for calculations of TRC in that case is highly prob-
lematic, even with taking into account nonuniform impu-
rity profile in both the emitter and base regions, since a
one-dimensional model does not take explicitly into ac-
count peculiarities of the carrier transport in the whole
structure (field and current density distributions). The
calculations of TRC of the sensors based on such struc-
tures should be carried out by methods of numerical
modeling. For instance, with the aid of numerical simu-
lation of coupled drift-diffusion equations for minority
carrier concentrations of electrons and holes as well as
the Poisson equation for the electrostatic potential with a
real impurity profile. Such calculations, however, are
associated with considerable numerical dificulties.

8. Appendix

Calculation of space-charge region

The electrostatic potential and electric field distributions in
p+�n structure in the absence of external voltage (U = 0)
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depth x0:  I = 1 µA, the rest parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.

Dashed curve � stepwise impurity distribution model, solid lines �

exponential model.
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follow from the solution of Poisson�s equation (6) with
the boundary conditions corresponding to the field and
potential continuity at the space-charge region bounda-
ries. For that, we use the DL approximation, which as-
sumes no free carriers within the DL and the total charge
to be due to fully ionized impurities [1]. Bellow, all the
quantities with dimensionality of length are normalized
to the characteristic scale of impurity distribution λ and
the electrostatic potential to the thermal voltage kBT/q.

As distinct from a stepwise (quasi-uniform) impurity
distribution, in the considered case besides the main DL
in the vicinity of metallurgical boundary of p�n junc-
tion, there is an additional DL [22] at the boundary with
uniform p+�region of the emitter at �xe ≤ x ≤ �x0 , with
the extension of We = xe � x0 (Fig. 1). Setting the field
E(�xe) = 0, and the potential ϕ(�xe) = �Ubi, we find for the
considered DL the field distribution E(x) = Epr(x+xe)/We,
the potential ϕ(x) = �Ubi + [(x+xe)2/(2We)], as well as the
potential difference ∆ϕe ≡ ϕ(�xe) � ϕ(�x0) = � We/2, where
We = λDp

2 [here the Debye screening length is determined
by maximum value of the acceptor concentration in the
emitter λDp = (ε0 kBT/4πq2NAm)1/2].

The quasineutral part of the p�region (�x0 ≤ x ≤ �xp)
has the extent Lpr = x0 � xp. For it, characteristic features
are linear dependence of the potential ϕ(x) = ϕ(�x0) + x +
+ x0  and constant field E(x) = Epr. The electrostatic poten-
tial at the boundary of this part with the main DL of p�n
junction is determined by ϕ(�xp) = �Ubi + (We/2) + Lpr..

The main DL of p�n junction (�xp < x < xn) has the
extent W = xn + xp. Taking the field and potential equal
to zero in the base of the diode, we find distribution of the
field

2/)()( Dn
xx

npr eexxExE n l
−− −+−= (Ï1)

and the potential
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where λDn = (ε0kBT/4πq2ND)1/2 is the Debye screening
length in the base. Maximum field is localized at the
metallurgical boundary (x = 0) of p�n junction
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The corresponding potential difference ∆ϕpn =
= ϕ(�xp) � ϕ(xn) = ϕ(�xp) for the main DL is equal to
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The built-in potential Ubi is determined by the condi-
tion of the Fermi level constancy in the p+�n structure
Ubi = ln(NAmND/ni

2) [1].
The extent of the region of positive (xn) and negative

(xp) charge can be obtained from the system of transcen-
dental equations, which express the condition of field and
potential continuity on the DL boundary at x= �xp. Tak-

ing in accordance with the accepted model (see Introduc-
tion) the applied voltage to drop on the main DL of p�n
junction, we can write these equations as follows

0=−− pn xxW ,

2
Dn

xx pn eeW l=−+ − , (Ï5)
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22 222
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The solution of (Ï5) for U > 0 gives the dependence
of the DL boundaries, xn(U)  and  xp(U), on the applied
voltage U  for a forward biased diode. For calculation of
CVC of the diode and TRC of the temperature sensor,
these dependences should be substituted into formulae
(31)�(33) and  (35)�(38), respectively.
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